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Karanpura Coafield: An Overview

SUMMARY
The Karanpura Valley is an environmentally crucial ecosystem surrounded by protected areas like
Palamau Tiger Reserve, Betla National Park, Hazaribagh Wildlife Sanctuary, Lawalong Wildlife
Sanctuary, and Rautpara and Jorakath Reserve Forest. It serves as a habitat for important flora
and fauna, and as a tiger and elephant corridor. However, abundant presence of essential natural
resource coal in Karanpura has led to continuous mining in the region. Currently there are 31
mines in Karanpura within 69 existing coal blocks. Being an important forest and wildlife area,
several conditions are laid out for mining projects while granting their environmental clearance
(EC), to ensure preservation and restoration of the ecosystem. However, analysis of the status of
compliance to these conditions found most projects lacking. Blatant ignorance of environmental
safeguards has not only violated the terms of the ECs, it has degraded Karanpura irreparably.

KEY FINDINGS:
➢ Multiple violations have been seen during coal transportation such as lack of tarpaulin

cover for trucks, absence of water sprinkling, conveyor belts and railway sidings.

➢ EC requirement to leave animal corridors unharmed has been violated with visible construction in some areas.

➢ Piezometers for ground water monitoring are not yet installed in all the mining projects.
➢ It cannot be established if mines have adhered to green belt guidelines as compliance

reports do not give information about species and location of plantations.

➢

Workers’ health has been completely ignored in compliance reports as no information
is provided regarding Initial Medical Examination (IME) and Periodic Medical Examination
(PME), which are essential for mine workers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Karanpura Coalfield (KCF) is a landscape in the state of Jharkhand consisting of a network of mines.
The Karanpura landscape is spread in Hazaribagh, Ramgarh, Ranchi, Chatra and Latehar districts of
Jharkhand1.
Total geographical area of Karanpura Coalfield is 1,420 sq. km. including 425.37 sq.km. forest cover
(Central Mine Planning & Design Institute 2019). The coalfield falls within the Damodar river basin.
Damodar River flows from north-west to south-east in the region, with coal mines located in its
vicinity (Kumar & Pandey 2013). The number of mines in the landscape has increased tremendously
since the late 1980’s (Oskarsson et al 2019) and expansion continues with allocation of new coal
blocks resulting in loss of forest cover. The Ashwa Pahar hill ranges divide Karanpura Coalfield into
North Karanpura Coalfield (NKCF) and South Karanpura Coalfield (SKCF). North Karanpura has a
total area of 1,224 sq.km. out of which 395.46 sq.km. is forest cover and South Karanpura has total
area of 194.87 sq.km. with forest cover of only 29.91 sq.km. The total area allocated under coal
blocks is 600.15 ha in NKCF and 185.29 ha area in SKCF (Central Mine Planning & Design Institute
2016). Figure 1 represents the coalfield demarcating NKCF and SKCF.

Figure 1: Location map of Karanpura Coalfield and its coal blocks
1. Karanpura Coalfield (KCF) is bound between latitudes 23⁰37’16” N to 23⁰58’05” N and longitudes 84⁰45’00” E to 85⁰28’44” E
(Central Mine Planning & Design Institute 2016).
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The KCF has 26,247.27 million tonnes of geological resources with 18,615.63 million tonnes in
North Karanpura and 7,631.64 million tonnes in South Karanpura (Indian Bureau of Mines 2020).
As per information on the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) website,
regarding Environmental Clearances granted to coal mining projects in Karanpura, there are total 31
coal mines in Karanpura—nine in SKCF and 22 in NKCF. The coalfield is delineated into coal blocks
comprising of mines under public sector and private sector. The public sector mines are predominantly owned by Central Coalfield Limited (CCL)—a subsidiary of Coal India Ltd (CIL). CCL is a
major player in the landscape with 20 out of 31 (approx. 65%) coal mines under its ownership. Other
than this, several other major players include NTPC Ltd., GVK Coal Company Pvt. Ltd., Nilachan Iron
and Power Generation, Abhijeet Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd., Jayaswal Neco Ltd., Tenughat Vidyut Nigam
Ltd. etc (Ministry of Coal 2011).
The Karanpura Valley has great ecological significance as it serves as an important corridor for the
movement of both tigers and elephants. Betla National Park and Palamau Tiger Reserve lie to the
west of the North Karanpura valley. These forests further connect Palamau to the Baghel khund
or “neck of the tiger” forest area in northern Madhya Pradesh and to the Sanjay Tiger Reserve
(Madhya Pradesh) and Guru Ghasidas National Park (Chhattisgarh). The Hazaribagh National Park
and Lawalong Sanctuary lies north of the valley (Fernandes 2012).

Figure 2: The Karanpura landscape and surrounding protected areas
Mining of both surface and subsurface coal leads to alteration of the natural topography and
causes enormous damage to the flora, fauna, hydrological regime and soil-biological properties of
ecological systems (Kumar & Pandey 2013). Operation of large number of coal mines in the region
has led to rise in ecological and biodiversity related concerns. This study focuses on evaluating
environmental issues caused due to excessive mining activities in the region. Since the environmental
problems of Karanpura are not confined to individual mines but are regional, therefore instead of
focusing on individual mines, the overall area has been studied as a single landscape.
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2. METHODOLOGY
A database of all the mines in the Karanpura landscape was created using the Parivesh website
of MoEFCC. Information regarding the Environmental Clearance (EC), Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA), compliance of all mines, private and CCL-owned, was compiled. Right to
Information (RTI) queries were filed to CCL for the list of their coal blocks and coal mines in Karanpura
landscape. Detailed information about all the public and private mines was further obtained from
respective prior EC letters and EIA reports, which are available on MoEFCC’s website in the public
domain.
Google Earth and ArcGIS software were used for plotting geographical coordinates of mine blocks.
Status of compliance of these mines was checked through six monthly compliance reports to
assess the issues in the landscape and proponent’s sense of environmental sensitivity. Analysing
compliance reports gives an overview of the approach of proponents towards environmental
safeguards and EC conditions.

3. OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION
3.1 EXTENT OF MINES
3.1.1 COAL BLOCKS
The Karanpura landscape has been divided into a number of coal blocks for administrative purposes.
Coal blocks, as per the Coal Blocks Allocation Rules 2017, can be defined as “an area containing
coal which has been identified in accordance with clause (a) of sub-rule (1) of rule 3” (Ministry of
Coal 2017)2, where the Rule 3 states, however, that the government should identify the coal blocks
“as per the standard technical parameters” but does not mention what technical criteria are to be
used (Oskarsson et al 2019).
An Online Coal Block Information System (OCBIS) of the Central Mine Planning & Design Institute
(CMPDI) provides coal block information for all the coalfields across India. As per the website, total
69 coal blocks have been allocated in the coalfield to different public and private owners (refer
to the list in Annexure 1) with 46 in North Karanpura and 23 in South Karanpura (Figure 3). CMPDI
divides coal blocks into four categories based on whom it is allotted to viz. CIL, Non-CIL/MMDR,
Captive/CMSP and Additional CIL (Central Mine Planning and Design Institute n.d.). In addition
to that, a list of blocks administered under CCL, which is a subsidiary of CIL, received as an RTI
response from CCL’s geology department3 is given in Table 1.

2. Section 2 sub-section 1 (l) Coal Block Allocation Rules, 2017
3. RTI response by Geology Department No. CCL/Geology/RTI/Tanvi Sharma/2019/2155 dated 02.12.2019 received via PIO, Central
Coalfields Limited, Ranchi Ref No. CPIO/CCL/RTI/19/F-668/1056/1361 dated 17.12.2019.
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Table 1: Coal blocks in North Karanpura as per CCL geology department
NKCF Coal Blocks
Coal India Limited (CIL)

Additional CIL

1. Benti

2. Piparwar Mangardaha

1. Raham

3. Bachara

4. Purnadih

2. Naiparam

5. Koyad-Kishanpur South 6. Tetariakhar Pinderkom

3. Gonda

7. Chano Rikba

8. Dhadhu East

4. Rautpara A

9. Deonad

10. Ashok Karkata West

5. Rautpara B

11. Magadh

12. Ashok

13. Sanghmitra

14. Patratu South

15. Amrapali

16. Saunda D (SW)

17. Chandragupt

18. Sayal D

19. Karkatta

20. Urimari

21. Churi
CCL blocks can be classified under category ‘CIL’ and ‘Additional CIL’. There are 26 allocated coal
blocks in North Karanpura and 12 in South Karanpura.
A report from CMPDI called “Land use/Vegetation
cover Mapping of North and South Karanpura
Coalfields 2015”, lists 57 coal blocks in North
Karanpura and 28 in South Karanpura Coalfield
(total 85 coal blocks). This reflects a discrepancy in
CMPDI’s coal block information when compared
with its OCBIS list. The list of coal blocks as per
CMPDI report has been given in Annexure 2.
Whether it is 69 or 85, the number of coals
blocks in Karanpura is high, and the landscape
has suffered beyond its capacity. Still further
allocations are in line and five new coal blocks
namely Chakla, Chitarpur, Gondulpara, North
Dhadu, and Seregarha have been auctioned
in North Karanpura Coalfield which will involve
diversion of 1171.13 ha of forest land (MSTC
Limited 2020).

Table 2: Coal Blocks in South Karanpura as
per CCL geology department
SKCF Coal Blocks
Coal India Limited (CIL)

Additional CIL

1. Argada

1. Hindegir

2. Sirka & Sirka Southern
Limb
3. Jeevandhara

2. Patratu ABC

4. Hesalong
5.Patratu South Ext
6. Gidi
7. Asso. & Khas Karanpura
8. Central Saunda
9. Bhurkunda
10. Aswa
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Figure 3: Category of coal blocks in NKCF and SKCF

3.1.2 COAL MINES
A list of coal mines was prepared based on ECs granted before and after July 2014, using data
from MoEFCC website. As per the list, 31 coal mines have been granted EC in the Karanpura
Coalfield. There are 22 coal mines in North Karanpura with 18 opencast, two underground and two
both opencast and underground mines. South Karanpura has nine mines with six opencast mines,
two underground mines and one both opencast and underground mine. Of the total mines, 20 are
owned by CCL and remaining 11 by other public and private owners. A detailed list of these coal
mines is presented in Table 3.
According to an RTI4 response by CCL Ranchi5, 16 coal mines are operational in Karanpura under
public sector (Annexure 3). Of these, eight are in North Karanpura (one underground and seven
opencast mines) and the other eight are in South Karanpura (two underground and six opencast
mines). The response did not provide any information regarding the non-operational mines in the
landscape. In addition to CCL’s 16 mines, several mines are operational in the region, run by other
public and private players.

4. RTI response dated 22.11.2019 by CCL’s Project and Planning Department, had a list of operational coal mines in both North and South
Karanpura. The information that was provided stated “Strictly restricted for company use only and the same information should not be
published without the permission of the client and CMPDIL”.
5. RTI response by Central Coalfield’s Limited (CCL) Ranchi Ref No. CPIO/CCL/19/RTI/F-668/1056/1320-21 dated 28.11.2019.
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Table 3: Mines in North Karanpura Coalfield
Sno.

Mine

Proponent/
ownership

Coalfield Status of
Mines

Date of
EC grant

ProML Area Forest
duction
(Ha)
Area
Capacity
(Ha)
(MTPA)

1

Rohini
OCP
Ashoka
OCP
KD Hesalong OCP
Ganeshpur
OCP
Piparwar
OCP
Rohne
OCP

CCL

NKCF

Operational

21-Feb-17

3.3

255.68

146.79

CCL

NKCF

Operational

30-Mar-16

14

793.14

259.17

CCL

NKCF

Operational

30-Jan-15

4.5

489.3

256.71

Tata Steel
Ltd.
CCL

NKCF

NA

24-Jan-14

5.5

398

168

NKCF

Operational

20-May-14 14.375

1120.25

186.5

NKCF

NA

23-Jan-14

8

820.35

778.23

NKCF

NA

7-May-13

2.5

155.58

0.85

NKCF

NA

15-Feb-13

0.3

1215.45

984.35

NKCF
NKCF

NA
Operational

3-May-12
25-Jan-12

0.63
0.93

249.72
604.3

0
432.32

NKCF

NA

16-May-07 2

555.14

185.88

NKCF

NA

23-Dec-10

1

279

183

NKCF

NA

19-Apr-10

7

646.23

63

NKCF

NA

31-Mar-10

6

654

169.35

NKCF

NA

19-May-09 15

3319.42

643.9

NKCF

Operational

19-May-09 3.5

751.74

112.88

NKCF

Operational

27-Oct-08

20

1769

244 ha

NKCF

NA

20-Jul-95

NA

NA

NA

NKCF

NA

13-Mar-08

3

221

133.53

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14

15

16
17
18
19

9

Rohne Coal
Company
Pvt. Ltd.
Tetariakhar CCL
OCP
Ray
CCL
Bachra UG
Dakra OCP CCL
Churi Ben- CCL
ti UG
Chitarpur
Corporate
OCP
Ispat Alloys
Ltd.
Dumri
Nilachal
OCP
Iron & Power Ltd.
Chatti-Bar- NTPC
iatu OCP
KeranNTPC
dari-A
OCP
Pakri
NTPC
Barwadih
OCP
Purandih
CCL
OCP
Magadh
CCL
OCP
Saunda D CCL
OCP & UG
Badam
Tenughat
OCP
Emta Coal
Mines Ltd.
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Sno.

Mine

20

Brinda-Sisai OCP &
UG
21
Moitra
OCP
22
Amrapali
OCP
NA- Not Available

Proponent/
ownership

Coalfield Status of
Mines

Abhijeet Infrastructure
Ltd.
Jayeswal
Neco Ltd.
CCL

NKCF

Date of
EC grant

NA

ProML Area
duction
(Ha)
Capacity
(MTPA)
17-May-07 0.68
1377.62

632.67

NKCF

NA

16-May-07 1

293.54

90.66

NKCF

Operational

3-Jan-06

1426.08

793.08

12

Forest
Area
(Ha)

Table 4: Mines in South Karanpura Coalfield
Sno.

Mine

Proponent/
ownership

Coalfield Status of
Mines

Date of
EC grant

1

Bhurkunda
OCP
Bhurkunda
UG
Urimari
OCP
North Urimari OCP

CCL

SKCF

Operational

CCL

SKCF

CCL

24
25
26
27

Urimari
UG
New Gidi
C OCP
Giddi A
OCP
Argada
& Sirka
grouped
mines OCP
& UG
Tokisud
OCP

28
29
30

31

NA

ProML Area
duction
(Ha)
Capacity
(MTPA)
2.05
789.26

Forest
Area
(Ha)
621.14

Operational

NA

NA

NA

NA

SKCF

Operational

16-Feb-11

2

243.09

134.03

CCL

SKCF

Operational

8-Feb-06

3

516.9

66.24

CCL

SKCF

Operational

NA

NA

NA

NA

CCL

SKCF

Operational

8-Nov-07

0.6

210.32

148.17

CCL

SKCF

Operational

25-Sep-19

1

151.35

73.94

CCL

SKCF

Operational

23-Sep-14

1.293

907.04

130.71

GVK Coal
Company
Pvt. Ltd.

SKCF

NA

24-Sep-08

2.32

585.18

375

NA- Not Available

3.2 ISSUES IN THE LANDSCAPE
The environment clearances granted to mines list the specific and general conditions that must
be complied with by the project proponent. The proponent must mandatorily submit a compliance
report every six months. The mining projects’ compliance with EC conditions has been very
inadequate, directly resulting in deterioration of the Karanpura landscape. Increasing number of
projects has further contributed to excessive mining in the region. The EC conditions that have been
violated are listed below, along with their associated environmental problems.
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3.2.1 FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS
Mining of coal involves many activities that cause fugitive dust emissions. Some of these are
extraction of coal from mining site, its crushing and then its transportation either by road or conveyor
belt to Coal Handling Plant (CHP) and railway siding. The entire coal mining site is a major source
of dust emissions, forming layers of black soot on approach roads and surrounding areas. The EC
therefore includes conditions to be followed during mining activities to reduce dust emissions.
Non-compliance or partial compliance to these conditions create problems which have been
explained further.

Road Transportation of Coal
Most ECs have a specific compliance condition for coal transport from trucks via road: a bypass
road must be constructed leaving a gap of almost 200 meters so that the impact of sound, dust and
accidents could be mitigated and it should not pass through any village. No road movement should
be allowed on existing village road network without appropriately increasing the carrying capacity
of such roads. Transportation of coal should be via covered trucks.
These conditions are blatantly violated. Black soot deposits are seen for many kilometres from the
mines along the road, due to dust emission during transportation. The mandated bypass road of
200 metres is not seen anywhere and trucks use the village roads instead, in violation of compliance
conditions. It is common to see overloaded, uncovered trucks transporting coal in nearly all mines.
Trucks are required to be covered completely with thick plastic sheet to prevent fugitive dust
emissions. This is never followed and most, if not all, trucks are uncovered. Furthermore, the roads
must be paved to facilitate smooth transportation. Unpaved roads cause spilling of coal from
overburdened trucks and therefore lead to accumulation of black dust and coal fragments on
the roads. However, most roads remain unpaved. The ones claimed to be paved are in such poor
condition that there is often no trace of the black top.

Figure 4: Unpaved roads and transportation
through uncovered trucks near a coal mine
in North Karanpura
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Figure 5: Deposition of black soot on the
roads due to transport of coal through
uncovered trucks.
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Water Sprinkling
The EC conditions recommend water spraying arrangements on haul road, wagon loading, CHP
area, conveyor system, crushing area and transfer points to control fugitive emissions and coal dust.
The conditions specifically stipulate that effective sprinkler system should be installed to suppress
fugitive dust on transport roads.
In Karanpura, even though water sprinklers have been installed, they are rarely used. When the
sprinklers do work, ironically, they make the situation worse: the unpaved or poorly maintained road,
combined with lack of 200 m buffer, used by overloaded trucks leads to mixing of coal with water
to form muck.
Hundreds of trucks run every day in the area and none of them comply with the conditions stipulated
in the EC, resulting in particulate matter pollution affecting not only the human population but also
plants and water bodies in the area. Local residents have reported presence of a school nearby,
exposing 500-600 students to coal dust. The entire landscape, including the residential area, is
permanently covered in layers of dust.

Figure 6: Inadequate water sprinkling causing re-suspension of dust with crossing trucks

Conveyor Belt
Out of the four modes of evacuation of coal—conveyor belt, merry-go-round (MGR), roads, and
railways—conveyor belt is the least used (3%) in coal mines (Jha 2020). EC conditions for some
mines with conveyor belt system stipulate, “Transportation of coal through belt-conveyors up to the
railway siding must be fully covered to avoid air borne dust. All the drills should be wet operated.
Crusher and material transfer points (loading and unloading points) should invariably be provided
with bag filters and/or dry fogging system.”
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Dust emissions from open conveyors can be caused by wind during loading, at discharge point
and transfer points. To minimize these emissions, enclosed conveyors must be used, water sprays
or sprinklers at conveyor transfer points should be installed, drop heights must be minimized at
transfer points, regular clean-up of spillages around the transfer points must be done so that
material cannot be picked up by wind (Administrative Staff College of India 2010).

Figure 7: Non- functional conveyor belt
Many Karanpura mines do not have a conveyor belt system to transport coal from mine to coal
handling plants. Few of those mines are Karanpura Dewarkhand Hesalong (KDH) Open Cast Project
(OCP), Argada and Sirka group of mines, Tetariakhar OCP, Dakra OCP, Urimary OCP, Tokisud. Their
coal transport takes place by road or payloaders. Many other mines have non-functional conveyor
belts, where roads are alternatively used for transportation of all the coal.

Railway Siding
Railway sidings near coal mines are the preferred system of transportation of coal from mines to
consuming industries as they cause the least dust emissions. However, setting up railway siding
beside railway station is a blatant ignorance of public health. The railway stations are usually used
by locals and therefore the proximity of railway siding to the station is not desirable.
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Figure 8: Google Earth image showing railway siding adjacent to Ray
Railway station and approach haul roads covered with black soot

Figure 9: Railway siding adjacent to Ray Railway station
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Mineral deposits are site-specific, and so there is little scope for alternatives in choice of location.
However, there are plenty of alternatives for mining technology and processes. Therefore, most
environmentally compatible alternative must be selected after analysis as per an EIA manual from
the Environment Ministry (Administrative Staff College of India 2010). The EIA manual further directs
to refer available technologies, policy objectives, social attitudes, environmental and site constraints,
projects economic etc., and analyse the impact of each alternative and its mitigation measures.

Figure 10: Railway sidings and their connectivity in Karanpura landscape

3.3 FOREST AND WILDLIFE ISSUES
Huge expansions in coal mining projects have been at the cost of forests, associated biodiversity
and local communities. The irrational exploitation of coal beds in the landscape has already been
to an irreparable extent. Clearing forest causes fragmentation which disrupts the demographic
functioning and genetic makeup of population by displacement of many species that are crucial
for maintaining ecological stability of the region. This drastically reduces long term viability of the
metapopulation (Karanth 2018). This issue can be visibly observed from the Figure 11 which shows
Chatra Forest Range and the Tandwa Hill Forest surrounded by coal blocks where excavation of the
land has been done or is under process. This will lead to seclusion of these forest patches, which
will affect the ecological integrity of these forests. It is believed that compensatory afforestation in
lieu of lost forest area can aid restoration of the natural integrity of the ecosystem. However, it is
also known that it takes several years for an area to replenish itself. Officials favour compensatory
afforestation just to make a show of “planting trees” and the same officials support those who devastate acres of forest land (Solidarity Action Research & Information Network International 2010).
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Figure 11: Map showing forest range between the coal blocks

BHURKUNDA COLLIERY: A CASE OF VIOLATION
Bhurkunda Colliery of CCL in Ramgarh district of Jharkhand falls in the South Karanpura
Coalfield. The project has 2.05 million tonnes per year (MTY) capacity and lies in 789.26 ha area.
The project proponent (PP) in the ‘Form-1’, submitted as part of approval process, claimed
that no forest land was included in the project area. However, the annexures submitted by
the proponent showed that forest land of 625.47 ha is involved. This is in violation of the EIA
notification, 2006. KML file submitted by the PP with the Form 1 also showed that proposed
mine project involves Reserved Forest land and project site is falling under Ramgarh Forest
Division.
Expert Appraisal Committee (EAC) observed that forest land of 621.14 ha exists within the
lease hold boundry of Bhurkunda Colliery as per authenticated Land Schedule. EAC also
noted that forestland is already broken before 1980 as mine is working since late 1920s. PP
was then asked to submit the copy of application for stage I Forest Clearance. The proponent
applied for Forest Clearance on 29.03.2019.
North Karanpura consists of tigers, elephants and gaur (Indian bison), animals that are on Schedule
I of the Wild Life Protection Act, 1972 (Fernandes 2012). A Greenpeace report shows that Karanpura
Coalfield is surrounded in the west by Betla National Park and Palamau Tiger Reserve, in the north
by Lawalong Sanctuary and Hazaribagh
National Park and Damodar river flowing along its southern border. The coalfield acts as a disruption
for movement of tigers and elephants in the landscape as shown in Figure 12, which has been
sourced from the report. Disrupting connectivity corridors of keystone species causes isolation of
forest patches which further affects the migration range of wildlife species (Hennings 2010) leading
to human-wildlife conflicts.
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Figure 12: Elephant corridors around the coalfield
Similarly, coal mines such as Dumri, Pakri-Barwadih, Kerandari A, Badam Block mine consist of
reserved/protected forests in their study areas, and are also home to Schedule-I and II fauna such
as the sloth bear, Indian wolf, spotted deer, sambar, leopard, etc. Diversion of forests in these areas
can create many wildlife and ecological issues in the landscape. The Piparwar project was the first
coal mine in the North Karanpura Coalfield. It is situated in eco-sensitive area on the river Damodar
and in an acknowledged wildlife corridor (Solidarity Action Research & Information Network
International 2010).

ROHNE OPENCAST COAL MINE: FOREST AND WILDLIFE ISSUE
The EC of Rohne opencast mine mentions that there are no wildlife sanctuaries, national
parks or other ecologically sensitive areas within 15 km of the core zone. As per the EC,
report from the Jharkhand government’s Chief Wildlife Warden (CWLW) states that
elephants move about in the area. The EC also states that a number of endangered florafauna are found in the core zone and buffer zone of the project. Schedule-I fauna found
include Indian elephant, sloth bear, leopard, pangolin, leopard cat, hyena, and their prey
species. A number of Schedule-II fauna are also found. Despite this, clearance was granted
based on an undertaking that an area within the mining lease would be a dedicated corridor
or pathway will be created for the movement of wild animals including elephants. No mining
operations would be undertaken in the pathway as per the integrated wildlife management
plan. CWLW recommended grant of EC to the project subject to the proponent’s participation
in a Regional Wildlife Conservation Plan, which is under preparation as per the EC letter.
Whether the proponent has complied to this or not is unknown as the compliance reports
for the mine are not available in the public domain.
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Figure 13: Map showing Rohne Coal block between Bakagaon RF and Rautpara & Jorakath RF
As per Forest Advisory Committee (FAC) minutes (File number: F. No. 8-36/2010-FC), an
expert report prepared by a sub-committee of FAC and submitted before the grant of
forest clearance (FC) to Rohne coal mine clearly states the importance of the forest which
was proposed to be diverted for this mine. The forest area for which FC was granted in
2013 was a wildlife corridor and the only connecting link between Barkagaon Reserve
Forest and Rautpara & Jorakath Reserve Forest. This corridor further linked Palamau
Tiger Reserve to Hazaribagh Wildlife Sanctuary, as can also be observed from Figure 11.
Despite prior knowledge of this, the project was given forest clearance in January 2013.
As per FC condition number 32 and 33, delineation of a wildlife corridor to be established
in the landscape between Palamau WLS to Hazaribagh WLS. Also, till the delineation of
the corridor, mining should not be permitted in eight coal blocks which fall within the area.
However, it has been eight years from when the FC was granted, yet the delineation has not
been done.

3.4 GROUNDWATER ISSUE
Mining activity affects the hydrological regime of an area due to huge amounts of water consumption
in various processes. The quality of water also gets affected due to surface runoff (Administrative
Staff College of India 2010). Environmental clearance conditions stipulate that “regular monitoring
of groundwater level and quality shall be carried out by establishing a network of existing wells
and construction of new piezometers. The monitoring for quality shall be done four times a year in
pre-monsoon (May), monsoon (August), post-monsoon (November) and winter (January) seasons
and for quality in May. Data thus collected shall be submitted to Ministry of Environment, Forest and
Climate Change and the Centre Pollution Control Board quarterly within one month of monitoring”.
The status of installation for few of the mines is shown below.
Except for Pakri-Barwadih mine, none of the compliance reports of mines give the number of
piezometers installed, as per Table 5. Some of the mines are still under the process of installation or
have not even started complying to the condition yet.
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Table 5: Compliance Status of installation of Piezometers
Project

Installation of Piezometer

Rohini OCP

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Churi Benti

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Dakra OCP

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

KDH OCP

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Purnadih

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Piparwar OCP

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Ray Bachara

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Ashoka

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Amrapali-Magadh

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Sirka

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Urimari

Yes. Being monitored by CMPDIL

Tetariakhar

Installation under process. Will be
complied soon
Piezometers will be installed in core
and buffer zone of ML area
Will be monitored regularly as per
stipulation
Quarterly monitoring done with
installed 16 piezometers

Chatti-Bariatu
Kerandari-A
Pakri-Barwadih

3.5 GREEN BELT

“A 3-tier avenue plantation using local species shall be developed along the main roads, and
approach roads to the mine and at railway siding. Green belt shall be developed using local species
all along the periphery of the site, along the areas such as infrastructure, and at railway siding,”
as per specific condition stated in EC granted to most of the mining projects like Chatti-Bariatu,
Kerandari-A, etc. Trees form a barrier for the pollutants, by absorbing gaseous and particulate
pollutants and therefore, act as a sink for pollution. All mining projects, including cluster mines,
are required to have a 7.5m wide peripheral safety zone within the mining lease area, properly
demarcated with boundary pillars with differential global positioning system (DGPS) coordinates
inscribed on them and to be maintained as effective green belt (Kumar et al 2019). The density of
tree plantations should be 2,500 trees per hectare as per condition under EC.
Selection of species for plantations is also an important factor for effectiveness of the green belt.
As per EIA manual for mining of minerals, green belts may be developed with plant species suitable
to the area selected based on the original survey of the landscape. Plant species selected for
greenbelt should have rapid growth, evergreen, large crown volume and small/pendulous leave
with smooth surface. Plantations are then done in consultation with the local District/Divisional
Forest Officer (DFO)/agriculture department and as per CPCB guidelines for development of green
belt (CPCB 2000). Based on the conditions given in EC granted and their compliance reports, a
summary of the compliance status of mines in Karanpura has been given below in table 6.
Selection of species for plantations is also an important factor for effectiveness of the green belt. As
per EIA manual for mining of minerals, green belts may be developed with plant species suitable to
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Table 6: Status of compliance for green belts
S.no. Mine

1

Rohini

Mine
Lease
area
(ha)
255.68

2

Ashoka

793.14

100

12.61

3

KD
Hesalong

489.3

7.41

4

362.56
544.48
907.04

257.83

28.43

5

Sirka OC
Sirka UG
Argada
UG
Argada
& Sirka
grouped
mines
Piparwar

Green belt
is included
in undisturbed area
(36.28 ha).
97.07
33.49
127.27

1120.25

108

9.64

6

Rohne

820.35

7

Tetariakhar

155.58

Area not
specified in
EC
15.35
9.87

8

Dakra

249.72

14.5

20

Green
Belt Area
(ha)

%

Compliance Status

Comments

5

1.96

This is strictly followed

5.98 lack saplings have been
planted over an area of 233 ha
of reclaimed land. During 2019
monsoon, 50000 saplings will
planted over an area of 20 ha.
Plantations around mine are
being done in collaboration with
state forest dept.

No supporting information given regarding the
number, location and
type of plantations.
Plantation details were
enclosed in the annexure
of the compliance report.

10.7
3.69
14.03

5.81

Compliance reports
from 2015 to 2019 give
the same statement for
compliance status.

Plantation is being done in order
to develop the green belt.

Compliance reports from
give the same statement
of compliance status. No
supporting information
given regarding the number, location and type of
plantations.

The density of plantations under
taken is 2500 plants per Ha. So
far 245.6 Ha of area has already
been planted. Total no of saplings planted : 6.11 lakhs Road
side plantation is 15 KM Species
of plantation : Sisam, Gamhar,
Bakain, Mahua, Bamboo, Karanj,
Sal, Kathal, Mango, Chakundi,
Accacia, Khair, Shimal, Neem,
Jamun, Kaju, Amla, Ber etc
[Oct’14-mar’15; Apr’15-sept’15]
Compliance report unavailable in
public domain

Plantations specifically
under green belt have not
been mentioned.

Compliance report 2013, Topsoil
is being used exclusively for
reclamation and development of
green belt. As per compliance
report 12 July 2019, biological
reclamation based on technically
reclaimed land will be carried out
soon.
Till 2016-17, roadside plantation
along 2.5 km roads has been
carried out.

Mining started in the
year 2013 in the mine;
however still the status
of green belt development is not clear from
the compliance reports.

Status unknown

The same statement
written in compliance
reports for 2017-18 by
just replacing the year.
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9

ChuriBen- 604.3
ti

Area not
specified in
EC

10

Urimari

243.09

11

Dumri

279

Area not
specified in
EC
23
8.24

12

ChattiBariatu

646.23

Area not
specified in
EC

13

Kerandari-A

654

7.58

1.16

14

PakriBarwadih

3319.42

18

0.54

15

Purandih

751.74

146.54

19.49

16

Magadh

1769

202

11.42

17

Tokisud

585.18

401.44

68.6

18

Badam

221

50

22.62

19

Gidi-C

210.32

Area not
specified in
EC

21

The directive is being strictly
followed. Plantation in 5 ha land
has been completed with collaboration of Chatra South Forest
Division in Monsoon 2016. Gap
Plantation in 312 ha of Forest
land has been carried out in monsoon 2018

Will be applied as applicable

Extensive green cover/plantation
will be developed between the
external OB dump and habitation
in SW corner of the ML using
native species and species of
economic importance during the
operational phase of the mining
block
It will be complied during construction and operation phase of
the mine block
Till 2017, NTPC has planted
25265 No. in afforestation plan

Not less than 637.74 ha of afforestation will be done at the time
of mine-closure. Afforestation on
reclaimed area is being carried
out by Forest Dept. of Jh.
Will be followed as per reclamation plan by CMPDI and
submitted to DFO vide letter no.
GM/M&A/Env/14-15/313 dated
19-05-20
Will be complied as per EIA/
EMP reports.

Green belt has been
considered a part of
afforestation and therefore, compliance status
specifically for green belt
is not known.

no mention of green belt
compliance in 6 monthly
compliance reports
A single compliance report for year 2016 available in public domain.
Green belt has been
considered a part of
afforestation, compliance
status specifically for
green belt is not known.

This compliance value
given is of compensatory
afforestation and not specifically for green belt.
This compliance value
given is of compensatory
afforestation and not specifically for green belt.
Compliance reports give
same statement for compliance status.

Only one compliance
report available for year
2014. Green belt and afforestation terminologies
interchangeably used.
Total 74.19 ha has been planted.
This compliance value
Species planted Sisam, Mahua,
given is of plantation and
Ber etc. Year wise plantation
not specifically for green
given in report.
belt.
Afforestation shall be done as per Green belt has been
norms.
considered a part of
afforestation and therefore, compliance status
specifically for green belt
is not known.
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20

Brinda

1377.62

201

14.59

21

Moitra

293.54

Area not
specified in
EC

Reclamation and Afforestation
over and back filled area will be
done as per approved MCP

22

Amrapali

1426.08

526

Partial compliance and will be
complied fully in phases. Around
12850 plants have been planted
for raising green belt.

36.88

Areas will be afforested as
specified including reclaimed
areas etc. Native Species will
be planted in consultation with
DFO/Agriculture department

Green belt has been
considered a part of
afforestation and therefore, compliance status
specifically for green belt
is not known.
Green belt has been
considered a part of
afforestation and therefore, compliance status
specifically for green belt
is not known.
No details of the type of
plantations given in the
report. Two pictures of
plantations in black and
white were annexed.

Almost none of the compliance reports give any information regarding the location, and type of
trees planted as a part of green belt. Many reports give similar statements in all their six-monthly
compliance reports without further elaborating on the compliance level.
The green belt has been considered a part of afforestation plan and therefore, the compliance
reports do not provide information/status specific to green belt around mine lease and around
approach roads.

3.6 HEALTH STUDIES

The Environmental Clearance stipulates that “personnel working in dusty areas should wear
protective respiratory devices and they should also be provided with adequate training and
information on safety and health aspects. Occupational health surveillance programme of the
workers should be undertaken periodically to observe any contractions due to exposure to dust
and take corrective measures, if needed.”
Conducting regular periodic health check-up of the workers is also prescribed in ECs granted
wherein it says that, “10% of the workers identified from workforce engaged in active mining
operations shall be subjected to third party health check-up for occupational diseases and hearing
impairment, if any, through an agency such as NIOH, Ahmedabad within a period of one year and
the results reported to this Ministry and DGMS. Occupational health surveillance programme of the
workers shall be undertaken periodically to observe any contractions due to exposure to dust and
to take corrective measures, if needed,” which is partially complied.
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Table 7: Status of compliance for Health Studies

Mine
Rohini

Latest Compliance report
available
19-Jun

KDH

19-Jun

Chitarpur
Argada and
Sirka

14-Mar
16-Sep

Piparwar

19-Mar

Tetariakhar

Dakra

19-Jun

Churi-Benti

19-Mar

Urimari

17-Mar

Moitra
Brinda-Sisai

14-Mar

23

Status from Compliance Reports
Health check-up regularly carried out for occupational
diseases and hearing impairement in Coal India Dispensary/Hospital
Regular health check-up is carried out at Central Hospital, Dakra
Will be complied
Health check-up of the workers engaged in active mining operations is done on regular basis by our trained
doctors in our hospitals/dispensaries.
Initial and periodic medical examination of employees
as well as contractual workers is carried out on regular
basis every year. In the year 2018, 282 PME and 168
IME has been done.
Personnel working in the dusty area is provided with
respiratory devices such as dust mask for their protection. Regular training and various awareness programs
are also organized for their safety
Personnel working in the dusty area is provided protective respiratory devices regularly and training is also
imparting regularly.
Personnel working in the dusty area is provided protective respiratory devices regularly and training is
also imparting regularly. Periodic Health Examination
(PME) against a target of 458 of NK area workers have
been done in year 2018.
As per mine rules: At the time of recruitment-Initial
Medical Examination (IME). Periodic Medical Examination (PME)- Every 5 year if age less than 45
yr and every 3.5 year if age is greater than 45 years.
PME camp for workers is regularly convened. Target
achieved is 95%. At 11th safety conference it was decided that HEMM’s operator eyes refractive test need
to be done every year and Food handling worker’s 6
monthly stool/spit test.
Shall be complied
Will be complied as asked
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Pakri-Barwadih 17-Oct

Chatti-Bariatu

17-Mar

Dumri

2017

Regular periodic medical check-up of all mine workers
as per DGMS guidelines is being carried out at project
hospital, in case of any sign of occupational disease
and hearing impairment is observed, NIOH Ahmedabad or any other such agency will be engaged and
report thereof will be sent to MOEF&CC and DGMS.
As on now no case of occupational disease and hearing
impairment has been found.
Protective respiratory devices will be made available to
personal working in dusty areas and adequate training
on safety and health will also be imparted. A schedule
will be prepared for occupational health surveillance
audit of the workers to determine the impact due to
exposure to dust and take appropriate corrective action
if required.
Will be complied as applicable (the mine is not in operational stage)

Compliance status reports for most mines do not specify details on achievement of Initial Medical
Examination (IME) and Periodic Medical Examination (PME) targets. Compliance needs to be checked
by survey on ground to find out whether IME and PME are being undertaken regularly. Mines Moitra
and Brinda-Sisai have only given statements to comply without any supporting information. Mines
like Dumri, Chitarpur, Moitra, Brinda-Sisai gave their status as “will/shall be complied”, which means
that they have not complied with the same even after being granted clearances long back.

4. CONCLUSION
The Karanpura valley that once flourished with pristine forest and rich ecosystem has now been
exploited to an irrevocable extent due to coal mining. This report has outlined some of the major
issues in the Karanpura landscape as a result of extensive coal mining and allied activities. With
83 coal blocks (57-NKCF and 26-SKCF) already allocated in Karanpura Coalfield and new blocks
allocation coming up, the entire landscape has been excavated and devastated. Surrounded by
protected areas like Palamau Tiger Reserve, Betla National Park, Hazaribagh Wildlife Sanctuary,
Lawalong Wildlife Sanctuary and Rautpara & Jorakath Reserve Forest, Karanpura holds great
ecological importance, interconnecting elephant and tiger corridors. Coal mining in Karanpura has
altered the entire ecosystem with impacts on forests, hydrological regime, associated terrestrial
and aquatic biota, and loss of species diversity as endemic populations abandon their habitat.
Based on the preliminary secondary research, there is only partial compliance to EC conditions
in most of the mines, which has caused the problems of this landscape. Ambiguous statements
have been shared in compliance reports on the status of green belts, plantations along roads
and compensatory afforestation. Fugitive dust emissions from extensive mining activities and
transportation of coal either by road, conveyor belt or rail, have been identified as an issue of
major concern affecting air quality and creating health effects on neighboring population. Many
of the mines fall behind in the compliance of conducting health studies and provide Initial Medical
Examination (IME) and Periodic Medical Examination (PME). Very few of the compliance reports of
mines give the number of piezometers installed to check groundwater levels, besides stating their
compliance.
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These issues appear to be more challenging by apprehending the on-ground reality of the compliance
status of mines. Compliance for fugitive dust emission control mechanism, essential to curb air
pollution, includes proper covers during transportation and pavement of haulage roads to avoid
spillage of coal. Observance of these conditions on-ground is questionable. It must be inspected
whether transportation of coal on existing village roads is being allowed without appropriately
increasing their capacity. Sensitive structures like schools and households near mine and haulage
roads, that are exposed to emissions, must be identified for relocation. Renovation and re-opening
of conveyor belts is required for transportation of coal if found in faulty/non-operational condition.
Compliance of the conditions of covered loading and unloading points and water sprinkling near
conveyor belts, transportation roads and railway siding must be checked. Project proponents are
required to display the results of air pollution monitoring stations digitally on the main gate of the
mine site and to put a fire extinguisher on the gate as a safety measure. Compliance of the condition
must be monitored regularly. The status of three-tier green belt comprising of a mixture of native
species along roadside and periphery of the mine needs to be scrutinized on ground. The impact
of presence of railway siding adjacent to railway station can be examined preventive measures are
taken during loading/unloading of coal to avoid emissions.
A general survey of the local residents can also be done to enquire about incidences of humanwildlife conflicts and sighting of wild animals around the mine areas to know impacts on wildlife
and biodiversity. The survey may also include inventory on effects of mining on the farm land and
drinking water quality. On-ground checking of compliance for IME and PME must be done by
inspecting the Coal India dispensaries and hospitals/ project hospitals for status of health checkups of mine workers.
Measures to reduce mining impacts on the environment have been reiterated countless times in
the EC granted to the mining projects. It is the non-compliance of such conditions and lack of
action by the regulatory authorities that has resulted into the failure of environment protection
and management in the landscape. Immediate and sound actions are needed at state and central
level for restoration and rehabilitation of the landscape. Stringent actions must be taken against
defaulting mines that are non-compliant with their EC conditions. Stricter provisions in the legislation
are required for assessment of non-compliance and to give penalty for violating EC conditions
and therefore compel the proponents to abide by the EC conditions. Otherwise, the conditions are
merely a formality with no commitment to their compliance.
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ANNEXURE-1
List of Coal Blocks as per the Online Coal Block Information System (OCBIS) of CMPDI
1
2
3
4
5

NKCF
Amrapali
24
Ashok
25
Ashok Karkata West
26
Ashok Karkata Central
27
Babupara
28

Ganeshpur
Gondulpara
Karkatta
Kerandari B-C
Koyad-Kisanpur South

1
2
3
4
5

Argada
Asso. & Khas Karanpura
Aswa
Bhurkunda
Binja

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Bachara
Badam Dipside
Benti
Badam
Brinda
Bundu
Chandragupt
Chano Rikba
Churi
Chakla
Chatti Bariatu
Chatti Bariatu South
Chitarpur
Deonad
Dhadu East
Dipside of Rohne Rautpara
Dumri
Gonda

Kerandari
Magadh
Mahuamilan
Moitra
Naiparam
North of Piparwar Ph-II
North Dhadu
Pakri Barwadih
Piparwar Mangardaha
Purnadih
Raham
Rautpara A
Rautpara B
Rohne
Sanghmitra
Sasai
Seregarha
Tetariakhar Pinderkom

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Central Saunda
Gidi
Hesalong
Hindegir
Jeevandhara
Jainagar
Maurya
Patratu ABC
Patratu South
Patratu South Ext.
Patal East
Patratu
Saunda D (SW)
Saunda D
Sirka & Sirka Southern Limb
Tokisud Block II
Tokisud North
Urimari

28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

SKCF
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ANNEXURE-2
List of Coal Blocks in North and South Karanpura as per CMPDI report on “Land use/vegetation cover mapping
of North and South Karanpura”.
NKCF
1
Manki
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

29

Deonad-III
Karkata
Rohini
Churi
Deonad-II
Ray
Mahuamilan
Benti
Purnadih
Bachara
Bundu
Mangardaha
Piparwar
Ashok Karkata
Chakla
Ashok
Deonad-I
Chitarpur
Chano Rikba-A
Chano Rikba-B
Rohne Block
Pindarkom
Indratoli
Titariakhar
Rautpara
Ganeshpur
Sheregarha
Babupara

30

Magadh

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Badam
Gondalpara
Magadh North
Saradhu Block
Koyad-Kishanpur
Chatti Bariatu
Manatu
Koyad
Chatti Bariatu B
Dumari
Kerandari ‘A’
Kerandari ‘B’
Kerandari ‘C’
Pakri-Barwadih
Dumri Block
Brinda Block
Sisai Block
Kasiadih
Amrapali
Dhadhu North
Dhadhu East
Pachara
Pachara South
Tandwa South
Moitra
KD Hesalong
Dakara

SKCF
1
Jaynagar
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Argada
Saunda
Saunda (NCDC)
South Sayal
Patal West
Associated Karanpura
Patal East
Religarha
Hindegir
Tokisud North
Gidi-C
Urimari North
Hesalong
Sayal-D
Aswa
Sayal-A
Gidi-A
Tokisud South
Khaskaranpura
Central Saunda
Maurya
Sirka
Bhurkunda
Lapang
Lapang Ext
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ANNEXURE-3
List of Operational coal mines in Karanpura Coalfield
North Karanpura Coalfield
1.       Rohini OC
2.       KDH OC
3.       Purnadih OC
4.       Churi-Benti UG
5.       Piparwar OC
6.       Ashoka OC
7.       Magadh OC
8.       Amrapali OC

30

South Karanpura Coalfield
1. Urimari OC
2. North Urimari OC
3. Bhurkunda/ Balkudra OC
4. Bhurkunda UG
5. Urimari UG
6. Giddi ‘A’ OC
7. Giddi ‘C’ OC
8. Sirka OC
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